Blood flow response in individuals with incomplete spinal cord injuries.
Cross sectional comparison, control group. To determine if incomplete spinal cord injured patients (SCI) have an abnormal blood flow response to cuff ischemia compared to able-bodied individuals (AB). Academic institution. Blood flow in five chronic incomplete SCI patients (C4-C5) and 17 able bodied individuals was measured in the common femoral artery using quantitative Doppler ultrasound (GE LogiQ 400CL) at rest and after distal thigh cuff occlusion of 2, 4 and 10 min to investigate whether blood flow or vascular control were different in SCI's and AB. Blood flow and the diameter of the common femoral artery at rest were similar in incomplete SCI and AB. Peak flow after 10 min of cuff ischemia (the highest found) was also comparable between incomplete SCI and AB. The half-time for recovery of blood flow to baseline after 2, 4 or 10 min of ischemia was 50% longer for incomplete SCI compared to the AB (P = 0.023). In addition, peak blood flow after 2 and 4 min of ischemia relative to the maximum, 10 min value (2/10 and 4/10 ratios) was lower in incomplete SCI compared to AB (0.65 +/- 0.06 vs 0.76 +/- 0.15, P = 0.029 and 0.75 +/- 0.10 vs 0.89 +/- 0.11, P = 0.014, respectively). This study demonstrated that incomplete spinal cord injured patients have impaired vascular control seen as a slower return to resting flow after cuff ischemia and reduced sensitivity to ischemia relative to maximum flow. However, incomplete SCI patients did not demonstrate impaired flow capacity as seen in complete SCI patients suggesting that smaller cardiovascular abnormalities are seen with incomplete versus complete SCI injury. Impaired vascular control may serve to limit exercise capacity and may contribute to increased cardiovascular disease. Impaired circulation could contribute to impaired muscle function and poor cardiovascular health in incomplete SCI's, although these findings need to be replicated in a study with more subjects.